Abstract. We present the results of development of an optical frequency standard based on Yb:YAG laser with second harmonic at 515 nm. The laser frequency is locked to the saturatedabsorption resonance in a gas cell filled with molecular iodine. Final instability of the standard is 1.3×10 -15 at 10 4 s.
Introduction
Optical frequency standards, involved saturated-absorption resonance in molecular iodine as a reference, have been developing many years [1] [2] [3] . The best value of instability, which was reached previously, is equaled to ~ 6×10 -15 at 10 4 s. We developed optical standard of frequency based on Yb:YAG laser with intracavity second harmonic at 515 nm. As reference for stabilization resonance of iodine R(66)44-0 was chosen. It resonance has biggest ratio amplitude to width inside frequency tuning range of laser. Width of resonance was Г = 310 kHz. For achieving of maximum stability optical scheme with detection of resonance in luminescent light was developed (see figure 1) . Such scheme produce better signal/noise ratio relatively schemes with detection in transmitting light due to reducing short noise of photo detector from background light. Also luminescent detection make possible use for receiving of signal bigger photosensitive area, what allowing to use massive of photodiodes with next adding all signals together. So as every photodiode produce shot noise signal/noise ratio increased in N times, where N is a quantity of photodiodes in the massive. We are using 24 FDS10X10 Thorlabs photodetectors in every standard, it produce of signal/noise in 5 times higher in comparison with one photodiode and allow to observe resonance with signal/noise >10 4 in bandwidth 10 Hz.
Conventional locking scheme based on the third harmonic detection of a signal [4] has been used in our case. Functional diagram of the optical frequency standard is presented at figure 1.
Setup
We have quantitatively estimated the influence of various destabilizing factors on performance of optical frequency standard and, as the result, made several key modifications:
1. Electronic digital systems for precise laser beam modulation and for detecting of reference resonance have been developed and implemented. Modulation was produced by acousto-optic modulator (AOM) with signal from direct digital synthesizer (DDS). For achieving high stability we apply OCXO quartz with instability 10 -10 in 1 s as clock signal for DDS. It allows tuning frequency of laser with accuracy 4×10 -3 Hz. Also this clock signal was used in digital lock-in amplifier (DLock) for 2. Stabilization of residual amplitude noises in modulated laser beam has been ensured up to 10 -8 from total power. It was done due to mixing irregularity distribution of noises over the beam diameter in the polarization maintaining optical fiber and suppression of noises by PID which controlled power of signal at AOM [5] . 4 . High-quality beam profile has been provided, allowing us to avoid relevant frequency shift due to wave-front curvature. It was done due to polarization maintaining optical fiber with high quality collimator.
Stability of the constructed optical frequency standard has been retrieved from stability of the beat signal of two identical setups. So, instability equals to 1.3×10 -15 at 10 4 s (see figure 2 ).
